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Segregation Analysis of Congenital Glaucoma:
Approach by Two Different Models
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SUMMARY
To determine the mode of inheritance of congenital glaucoma, segregation
analysis was performed using two different models: the transmission
probability model and the mixed model. Whereas the latter, testing for
monogenic inheritance in the presence of both monogenic and polygenic
components, results in strong evidence for a major locus, the former,
testing for Mendelian segregation at one locus, rejects this hypothesis. The
differences in the results of these two models are discussed and are attrib-
uted to the underlying structure ofeach. Genetic heterogeneity ofcongeni-
tal glaucoma is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Demenais et al. [1] studied the mode of inheritance of congenital glaucoma using
two methods of analysis described in Morton et al. [2]: complex segregation analysis
in nuclear families and frequency of congenital glaucoma in second- and third-
degree relatives. In these two methods, the genetic model was assumed to be either
monogenic or polygenic, allowing a comparison rather than a test between these
two extreme models. Discordance between the results given by the distribution of
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affected among first-degree relatives of probands on the one hand, and the results
from second- and third-degree relatives of probands on the other, suggested genetic
heterogeneity of congenital glaucoma. The recent development of more general
analytical models that include different genetic hypotheses, permitting better tests
and the possible detection of major genes, leads us to reconsider this problem.
SUBJECTS
The sample comprises 344 nuclear families with a total of 1,899 individuals. The data and
sampling procedure are presented in [1] and will be briefly summarized. Information ob-
tained on four more families was added to the previous data.
Three hundred seventy-eight cases of congenital glaucoma were gathered from three
sources: (1) ophthalmology departments in several hospitals in Paris and in Toulouse, (2)
schools for children with severe visual impairment, and (3) the National Institute for Blind
Youth. This genetic analysis concerns only primary and isolated congenital glaucoma. The
following cases were therefore excluded: cases of congenital glaucoma associated with
chromosomal aberration; those associated with congenital cataract, when it was not certain
that the glaucoma was the primary defect; those associated with other ocular or extraocular
malformations suggesting the Lowe syndrome, or the Axenfeld or Sturge-Weber syndromes;
and all genetic counseling cases, since they provide an a priori biased sample. After excluding
these cases, the total number of probands is 356.
This analysis uses family information collected on sibs and parents of the probands. All
diagnoses of congenital glaucoma in the probands and in their relatives were confirmed by
qualified ophthalmologists.
In 36 of these 344 nuclear families, there is more than one individual affected. It was shown
in [1] that the proportion of familial cases is not significantly different among the three modes
of data collection. These 36 families can be classified according to the affected status of
first-degree relatives of the probands as follows: 24 families with normal parents and affected
sibs; 11 families with one affected parent, and in three families, affected sibs also; and one
family with two affected parents and one affected sib.
STATISTICAL METHODS
The two models used in the present analyses are: the transmission probability model
described by Elston and Stewart [3] and the mixed model defined by Morton and MacLean
[4]. The term "model" is used in the statistical sense of an underlying structure to the data,
assumed to be true whether or not there is a major gene segregating. Both models have been
reviewed by Elston [5].
The Transmission Probability Model [3, 5]
This model can be used to investigate the possible segregation of two alleles, A and a, at an
autosomal locus. The three basic components of the model are summarized below: (1) The
genotypic frequencies of the parents randomly mating into the families are expressed in terms
of the gene frequency q of the deleterious allele A, assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
The distribution of the three genotypes is then given by: 0JAA = q2, 4'Aa = 2q(1 -
VI'aa = ( 1 ± q)2. (2) The genotypic distribution of the offspring, conditional on their parents'
genotypes, is parametrized in terms of the three following transmission probabilities:
TAAA = P (an individual AA transmits A to each offspring); TAaA = P (an individual Aa
transmits A to each offspring); TaaA = P (an individual aa transmits A to each offspring).
Under the simple Mendelian hypothesis, these transmission probabilities are, respectively,
equal to 1, ½2, and 0. This can be tested under the general model in which these parameters can
take on any value between 0 and 1; under this general model, AA, Aa, and aa specify three
types of individuals rather than three genotypes. An offspring that receives A from both
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parents is type AA, one that receives A from just one parent is type Aa, and one that does not
receive A from either parent is type aa. The model also includes the possibility that the
offspring types are distributed independently of their parents' types. This absence of vertical
transmission corresponds to the two independent restrictions: TAAA = TAaA = TaaA*(3) Since
the trait studied is a dichotomy (affected, z = 1, vs. unaffected, z = 0), the phenotypic
distributions conditional on genotype, gAA(z),gA(z), and gaa(z), are completely specified by
the three penetrances:gAA(1), gAa(J), and gaa( 1). Their complements are:gAA(O) =I -gAA( 1),
gAa(O) = 1 -gAa(1), and ga(O) = 1 - ga(1). The three penetrances can be estimated with orwithout any functional dependence imposed among them. For example, if types AA and Aa
are assumed to have the same phenotypic distribution, there is dependence as given by the
restriction:gAA(J) = gAa(l). In terms of a genetic hypothesis, this represents the dominance of
allele A. Recessivity of allele A corresponds to Aa(1J) =gaa(1).
To keep the estimated prevalence of the disorder constant under each hypothesis, the gene
frequency was made dependent on the prevalence and the three penetrances. The prevalence
of congenital glaucoma was taken to be .0001 [6].
As the families were ascertained via at least one proband, the likelihood of the sample was
calculated according to the method proposed by Elston and Sobel [7], assuming all sibs, were
they affected, could be probands. The probability of ascertainment iris estimated jointly with
the other parameters of the model, using the available information on the proband status of
each individual.
The Mixed Model [4]
To detect a major gene in the presence of polygenic heritability, Elston and Stewart [3]
proposed a model in which both components are present. This model was further developed
by Morton and MacLean, who incorporated a component for sibling environmental correla-
tion. For a dichotomous trait, their model assumes an underlying scale of liability to which a
major locus, a polygenic component, and environment each contribute in an additive
fashion. The mean and variance of this liability are set equal to zero and one, respectively.
The affected status is defined as being above a threshold on the liability scale; this threshold is
determined by the prevalence of the disorder in the population. A variation in prevalence
with sex can be taken into account by a shift of the liability scale, defining two different
thresholds. The major locus is assumed autosomal di-allelic, determining three distributions
of which means are, respectively, /1AA' /1Aa' and /aa, The frequencies of individuals in these
distributions depend, as before, on the gene frequency q of the deleterious allele A, assuming
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Morton and MacLean [5] replace the three means by the
overall mean (taken to be zero) and the parameters t and d. The displacement, t, is the
distance between the homozygous means measured in standard deviation units on the
liability scale (t = AAA - ,aa' since the standard deviation is taken to be 1). The degree of
dominance, d, indicates the relative position of the heterozygous class [d = A - A )/
(BAA - uaa)]. If d is equal to 0, the allele A is recessive; if d is equal to 1, the allele A isdominant. When d is equal to ½2, there is, by definition, additivity.
Conditional on the genotype at the major locus, the polygenic and environmental factors
are assumed independent and normally distributed. The proportion of the total variance
resulting from the polygenic component is denoted H, the polygenic heritability. The envi-
ronmental factor is partitioned into two components: environment common to all members
of the same sibship, and random environment, accounting for proportions B and R of the
total variance, respectively.
In this model, the mode of transmission from one generation to the next is assumed to be
purely genetic, following simple Mendelian proportions at the major locus and multivariate
normality of the liability for the polygenic component. The probability of ascertainment is
assumed known, being estimated prior to the analysis from the distribution of probands
among affected individuals.
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Maximum-likelihood estimates of all unknown parameters are computed for each model
both under the general unrestricted model, in which each parameter can take on any value
between 0 and 1, and under various null hypotheses, in which restrictions are imposed on
some parameters. Each null hypothesis leads to a smaller maximum likelihood than does the
unrestricted model, and can be tested by the likelihood ratio criterion: asymptotically, if the
null hypothesis is true, minus twice the natural logarithm of the likelihood ratio is distributed
as a chi-square, the number of degrees of freedom (df) being equal to the number of
independent restrictions imposed on the model to define the null hypothesis.
For the first model, the likelihood is maximized over the whole sample, using the computer
program GENPED [8]. For the second model, the sample studied was reduced to 287 families
comprising a total of 1,728 individuals in order to lessen the computational expense: this was
achieved by eliminating all nuclear families of sibship size equal to 1. Maximizing the
likelihood was performed using the program MIXMOD [9]. In both cases, the joint likelihood of
the parents' and offspring's phenotypes was computed and maximized.
RESULTS
The results corresponding to each model are presented in tables 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Table 1 gives the estimates of the parameters under various hypotheses
together with the difference in log likelihood between the hypothesis tested and the
unrestricted transmission probability model. Under the Mendelian hypothesis,
twice the difference in log likelihood between the "codominant" hypothesis, where
the functionally independent penetrances are estimated, and the dominant one, in
which two of the penetrances are restricted to being equal, is 12.58. Ifcompared to a
chi-square distribution with 1 df, this is highly significant. When the recessive
Mendelian hypothesis is similarly tested, it can also be rejected. Twice the difference
in log likelihood between the general unrestricted model and the codominant
Mendelian hypothesis is 11.20. When compared to a chi-square statistic with 3 df,
Mendelian transmission is rejected at the 5% level. A purely environmental hy-
pothesis without any transmission from parents to offspring is highly unlikely. As
seen in this table, the estimate of 7r is consistent whatever the hypothesis. This
analysis shows that a single major gene cannot alone account for the determination
of congenital glaucoma in these families.
TABLE I
SEGREGATION ANALYSIS OF CONGENITAL GLAUCOMA UNDER THE TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY MODEL
MENDELIAN
Codominant Dominant Recessive
UNRESTRICTED BAA = A = gaa ENVIRONMENTAL
Transmission probability TAAA - 1.0 1 1 1 .297
Transmission probability TAaA .266 .5 .5 .5 .297
Transmission probability TaaA .001 0 0 0 .297
Gene frequency, q ..010 .005 .00005 .012 .009
Penetrance of AA, gAA(l).1.0 1.0 .280 .442 .640
Penetrance ofAa, gAa(1) ..0 .008 .280 .00004 .0
Penetrance of aa, gaa(1) ..0 .0 .00007 .00004 .00005
Probability of ascertainment, r .438 .446 .388 .487 .455
Difference in log likelihood *.. **5.60 11.89 15.54 72.33
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TABLE 2
SEGREGATION ANALYSIS OF CONGENITAL GLAUCOMA UNDER THE MIXED MODEL
AND ON THE REDUCED SAMPLE (ir = .5)
SINGLE GENE: H = 0
UNRESTRICTED Additive Dominant Recessive POLYGENIC
(d = .5) d = .5 d= I d =0 q t = d =0
Gene frequency, q ......... ......... .005 .005 .00004 .009 0
Displacement, t ..................... 8.605 9.360 3.256 4.055 0
Dominance, d ....................... .5 .5 1 0 0
Polygenic heritability, H ........... .138 0 0 0 1.0
Difference in log likelihood ....... ... 0.22 10.32 6.55 120.01
The results of segregation analysis under the mixed model are summarized in
table 2. The probability of ascertainment was estimated prior to the analysis as .5,
using the distribution of probands among affected. This is close to the previous
values. Demenais et al. [1] also considered the distribution of the number of
independent ascertainments per proband; however, we think that ir was underesti-
mated there because most of the cases were ascertained in hospitals that can be
considered as almost exclusive sources.
Convergence could not be reached when iteration was performed on B jointly
with other parameters. However, many different searches of the likelihood surface
showed thatB should be close to zero, andB was, therefore, set equal to zero. It was
similarly not possible to iterate on d, which is often observed in dichotomous data;
searching the likelihood surface indicated that the best fit was obtained for d = .5,
if compared to d = 1 or d = 0, and so this value of d was assumed for the
unrestricted model. Thus, the true differences in log likelihood between each
hypothesis and the unrestricted model are greater than those shown in the bottom
line of table 2. The results in table 2 suggest strong evidence for an additive major
locus segregating in these families (X22 = 2 X 120.01 = 240.02). Additional poly-
genic heritability does not lead to a significantly better fit than the single major
additive locus (x2, = 2 X 0.22 = 0.44, p > .50).
To verify that the suppression of sibships of size 1 did not affect the results, the
likelihood conditional on the parents' phenotypes was also computed under both
the general model and the polygenic hypothesis. Such sibships are uninformative
when the conditional likelihood is considered. The results are presented in table 3.
The estimates of the parameters are similar to the ones obtained previously. The
presence of a major gene is still highly significant (X2 = 240.02). There were too
few families with at least one parent affected to test for heterogeneity among the
different types of families classified according to parental affection status.
The previous study pointed out [1] that males are more often affected than are
females (69.6% of the probands were males). As seen in table 3, introducing two
different thresholds, one for each sex, yields higher likelihoods. Convergence was
not reached when both the monogenic and polygenic components were estimated.
However, when compared to the polygenic hypothesis, the difference in log likeli-
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TABLE 3
MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES UNDER THE MIXED MODEL USING Two DIFFERENT LIKELIHOODS
CONDITIONAL LIKELIHOOD DIFFERENCE IN SEX LIABILITY
Single gene
Unrestricted Polygenic Unrestricted H = 0, Polygenic
(d = .5) q = t = d =0 (d = .5) d =.5 q = t = d =0
Gene frequency, q ................. . .005 0 .006 .0050
Displacement, t ..................... 8.605 06.330 7.74 0
Dominance, d ....................... .50 .5 .5 0
Polygenic heritability, H ........... . 138 1.0.213 0 1.0
Difference in log likelihood ....... ... 120.01 * 0.51* 122.95
* Not converged to a maximum.
hood is already large enough (122.95) to indicate the presence of a major locus. No
test for residual polygenic heritability could be performed between the general
model and the single locus model, which did not converge either. However, many
different searches of the likelihood surface showed that they were almost equally
likely.
The results of this second analysis are consistent with congenital glaucoma being
completely determined by an additive major gene, without requiring a polygenic
component in addition.
DISCUSSION
In summary, segregation analysis, performed under two different models, the
transmission probability model and the mixed model, leads to different results. The
mixed model, which is designed to distinguish between monogenic and polygenic
inheritance, shows strong evidence for a major additive locus. The transmission
probability model, which tests for Mendelian segregation ratios, rejects the hy-
pothesis of Mendelian segregation of a single codominant gene. As the size of the
sample studied by these two models was slightly different, segregation analysis was
repeated under the transmission probability model on the reduced sample. Only the
Mendelian transmission hypothesis without any restriction on the penetrances was
tested against the general model with the probability of ascertainment fixed at .5.
Twice the difference in log likelihood is 7.88. Although smaller, this is still signifi-
cant at the 5% level when compared to a chi-square distribution with 3 df. Under
each hypothesis, the estimates of the gene frequency and penetrances are exactly
similar to those obtained from the whole data set. So, the sample size cannot explain
the discrepancy between the results.
The estimates of the parameters, under the Mendelian single locus hypothesis,
can be compared between the two models. The estimate of the gene frequency is the
same. From the mixed model, the three penetrances can be computed using the
value of the threshold. They are, respectively,gAA( 1) = .998,9gAa(l) = .0075, and
g,,(1) = 0. These values are similar to those obtained under the transmission
probability model. Furthermore, the estimate of the penetrancegA,( 1 ) is almost the
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same under both models, even though there is no restriction imposed under the
codominant hypothesis in the transmission probability model.
The difference in the apparent conclusions provided by these two models must be
attributed to the assumptions underlying each one. The mixed model assumes that
all transmission from one generation to the next that cannot be accounted for by
classical polygenic inheritance (the quasi-continuity model) is due to segregation at
a single locus; thus, it is ideal for detecting a major locus in the presence ofpolygenic
inheritance provided there is no other kind of transmission occurring. The trans-
mission probability model, which by itself cannot differentiate between monogenic
and polygenic inheritance, can, nevertheless, detect many kinds of nonspecific
nonmonogenic transmission, such as may occur as a result of two major loci
segregating. A better model would be one that includes both these models, that is, a
mixed model with the major locus component parametrized in terms of transmis-
sion probabilities [10], to allow testing all the above hypotheses in the same analysis.
The study of two-locus models [11] may also prove helpful.
Thus this study, using only information from nuclear families, confirms the
genetic heterogeneity of congenital glaucoma, for which something more than one
major gene or polygenic inheritance appears to be involved.
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